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Dear eicole, 

The possible hthnors 

this it would be particularly  

paper subject could not 

appropriate now that wood 

9/t/95 

remember has come to kind. I 2  

has declared this the years of 

Justice, espdcially for political science, law and society and history students. 

What I have in mind is a study based on the two weeks of evidentiary hearing 

at which James Earl Ray sought the trial he has never had although charged with one 

of the most serious crimes of the century. 

There came a time when 1  was able:to get him to ask counsel whose agreement 

I had already obtained to represent him. I conducted the successful investigation for 

the baeas corpus progediae and for the two weeks of the evidentiary hearing in federal 

district court in kemphis. (This is how, of all things, I got into at least six FBI 

bank robbery Masi).  

All the preparations for those hearings and almost all the work at theme 
ee 

feel teejim Loser, who then had never appeared before a joury and although licensed 

as a Wisconsin lawyer on graduation bad not event takenthe DU bar examsj and to me. 

We divided it with him taking the law and I the fact. 

I do hive the teansripts of those hearings and some of what we obtained under 

discovery. In form it was a civil case. 1 do not have all the exhibits. Wear does. 

What I have in mind is not reviweing the King assassination but a study of 

how the system of justice worked and did not work on so serious crime. 

Hay'seffortimsbasedoetheallegationsthathehednothaethe,effective 
eei 

assistance of counsel and thairiae plea was not voluntary but was coerced. 	counsel 
A e, 

had been the country's then most fadous and successful criminal lawyers the late 

Percy Foreman. How does one prove that the best criminal lawyer in the country did not 

even try to do well for Rey? That fell to amend I decied that the way to do it was 

to present the case against *Lay and the disproof of it. That is what we did with the 

witnesses I located and prepared. In his decision the judge held, contrary to all the 

evidence, that guilt er innocence were not before him and that hay had had the effective 

assistantce of counsel and had made his plea voluntarily and knowingly. 

There is quite a bit on this that I have and that cod will have besides those 

hearings. I believe that with an able student this could lily make a book for which 
there oan be a marleet although not a sensational 

later be expanded into a book with the materials 
It would probably bring some new information 
on the king assassination to light. 

Harold Weisberg 


